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Abstract 
This paper introduces the role and importance of the measurement of software sizes when 

measuring the performance of software activities and in estimating effort, etc, for new 

software projects. We then describe three standard software sizing methods (the 

Albrecht/IFPUG, MkII FPA and COSMIC methods) that have claimed to be functional size 

measurement methods and examine the true nature of their size scales.  We find that sizes 

produced by the Albrecht/IFPUG and MkII FPA methods are actually on a scale of ‘standard 

(development) effort’.  Only the COSMIC method gives a true measure of functional size and 

is thus best-suited for performance comparisons across projects using different technologies.  

We conclude that in principle, different types of scales, one measuring functional size and the 

other standard effort, may be desirable for the different purposes of performance 

measurement and for estimating, respectively.  It then follows that for estimating purposes it 

might be attractive to define a COSMIC-enabled estimating process in which weights are 

assigned to the components of a COSMIC functional size dependent on the technology to be 

used by the project being estimated and maybe on other factors.  The resulting COSMIC 

‘standard effort’ scale for the given technology, etc., might be expected to yield more 

accurate project effort estimates than using the standard COSMIC functional size scale.  

Initial promising results for such an approach are also presented.  

 

1. Introduction   
The ability to measure a size of a piece of software in a meaningful and reliable way is the 

foundation-stone for the quantitative management of software activities.  The two most 

important and common uses of software sizes are (a) as a measure of the work-output when 

determining the performance of software development and enhancement activities and (b) as 

the starting point for estimating the effort for a software activity.  These two primary uses 

may be illustrated by the following equations. 

As regards use (a), one the most important ways of measuring the performance of a 

software project is to determine the project productivity, defined as follows, 

 

 
(1) 

 

 

where „software size‟ represents the work-output of the project. 

 

Re-arranging and re-phrasing this equation (1), we get a simplest equation (2) for 

estimating the effort to develop a new piece of software, i.e. for use (b). 

 

 
(2) 

 



The size for the new piece of software must be estimated in some way and the „assumed 

project productivity‟ is obtained either by using equation (1) to measure productivity on 

comparable internal projects, or by using external benchmark productivity data. 

This simplest equation (2) for estimating effort can then be refined by taking into account 

a variety of cost factors to give a more general top-down estimating equation (3). 

 

 
(3) 

 

The cost factors can be project, product or development organization related. Among the 

cost factors investigated in a number of studies such as [1][2][3][4][5][6][7]; team size, 

programming language type, organization type, business area type, application type and 

development platform have been found to affect the relationship of software product size to 

project effort at different levels of significance. 

All so-called „top-down‟ estimating methods such as COCOMO II [8], Putnam‟s 

Model/SLIM [9], SoftCost [10], Price-S [11] are derived from this basic equation (3), with 

varying degrees of sophistication. Whatever the approach, all require as primary input an 

estimate of the size of the software to be developed. 

It would seem obvious that for the above three equations to be used successfully, the same 

software sizing method must be used for measurements of performance on completed 

projects or for the external benchmark data, as will be used for estimating the size of a new 

project.  

The selection of a credible size measurement scale is therefore extremely important.  An 

error in estimating the size of the software to be built usually translates directly into an error 

in the estimate of project effort.  All the other cost factors are, of course, important and data 

on these should be collected to fine-tune the estimation process, but research has shown that 

size is usually by far the biggest driver of effort. 

Measures of software size can be broadly divided into two categories, namely „functional 

sizes‟ and „physical sizes‟. 

Functional sizes are supposed to be a measure of the „Functional User Requirements‟ (or 

FUR) of the software.  FUR are defined broadly as „a sub-set of the user requirements that 

describe what the software shall do, in terms of tasks and services; they exclude technical and 

quality requirements‟ [12].  The key point is that functional sizes should be completely 

independent of all non-functional requirements such as the technology used for the software, 

project and quality constraints, etc. 

Physical sizes measure some characteristic of the actual piece of software such as a count 

of the number of „source lines of code‟ (SLOC) used for the program, a count of the number 

of modules or object-classes, etc. Clearly, physical sizes depend on the technology used to 

develop the software. 

In principle, functional sizes have two major advantages over physical sizes for our two 

common uses.  First, the technology-independence of functional sizes means that they are 

ideal for performance measurement, for example when the task is to compare productivity 

across projects developed using different technologies.  Second, estimating a functional size 

(from the requirements) of a new piece of software can normally be carried out much earlier 

in the life-cycle of a new project than when a physical size can be realistically estimated to 

the same accuracy.  Functional sizes should therefore be more useful for project estimating 

purposes, especially early in a new project life-cycle. 

In this paper, we elaborate how a single total functional software size figure is obtained 

using the attribute-definition models of three widely-used Functional Size Measurement 

(FSM) methods, namely the Albrecht/IFPUG, MkII FPA and COSMIC methods.  Then, we 



discuss whether these methods really measure the functional size or something else, and the 

consequences of our conclusions. Finally, we suggest possible ways in which measurements 

of COSMIC functional sizes could be used for more accurate effort estimation. 

 

2. What do FSM methods actually measure? 
Perhaps resulting from the fact that there is no useful definition of software „functionality‟, 

there are many „Functional Size Measurement‟ (FSM) methods, all assuming different 

models of software functionality.  Five methods have been published as international 

standards [13][14][15][16][17] under an ISO policy of „let the market decide‟ which method 

to use.  We will describe our three chosen methods in the sequence in which they were 

developed and only in sufficient detail to illustrate our argument.   

FSM methods define two phases for the measurement of software [18]. In the first phase, 

the FUR of software are extracted from the available artifacts and expressed in the form 

suitable for measuring a functional size. FUR represent a set of „Transactions‟ and „Data 

Types‟ [19]. A Transaction takes Data Type(s) as input, processes them, and gives them as 

outputs as a result of the processing. FSM methods use Transactions and Data Types as their 

Base Functional Components (BFC‟s)
1
. Then each BFC is categorized into BFC Types and 

the attributes of BFC Types relevant for obtaining the base counts are identified. In the 

second phase, the functional size of each BFC is calculated by applying a measurement 

function to the BFC Types and the related attributes. Then the results are aggregated to 

compute the overall size of the software system.  

In the next sub-sections, we discuss the attribute definition models of the Albrecht/IFPUG, 

MkII FPA and COSMIC methods. FSM methods all define some form of compound measure 

[20][21] derived by aggregating BFC Types.  We therefore discuss what we really measure 

by these FSM methods. 

 

2.1. The Albrecht/IFPUG methods 

The first proposal that one could measure a functional size from its requirements came in a 

brilliant piece of original thinking from Allan Albrecht of IBM.  He named his method 

„Function Point Analysis‟ [22].  The definition of this FSM method has been refined over the 

last 30 years and is now maintained by the International Function Point Users Group 

(IFPUG), but the underlying principles of the method have not changed.   

The first full account [23] of the model that is still the basis of the IFPUG method 

proposed that the FUR of a piece of software can be analyzed into three types of transactions, 

called „elementary processes‟ (External Inputs (EI), External Outputs (EO) and External 

Inquiries (EQ)) and two types of „Data files‟ (Internal Logical Files (ILF) and External 

Interface Files (EIF)).  Each of these BFC‟s is classified as simple average or complex 

depending on various criteria.  To size a piece of software, its BFC‟s must be identified, 

counted and assigned sizes which we call „weights‟.  The sum of the weighted counts of the 

BFC‟s gives the size of the software in units of „Unadjusted Function Points‟ (UFP).  The 

weights of an elementary process can range from 3 to 7 UFP and a file from 7 to 15 UFP.   

The IFPUG method also still has a further factor, the „Value Adjustment Factor‟ (VAF), 

which attempts to measure the contribution to „size‟ of 14 technical and quality requirements.  

The product of the size in UFP and the VAF gives the size of the software in Function Points 

(FP). 

The important question for this paper is: what basis did Albrecht use to determine the 

weights of the various BFC types and of the components of the VAF? Some form of 

                                                 
1 BFC: an elementary unit of FUR defined by and used by an FSM Method for measurement purposes. BFCs are 

categorized into different types, called BFC Types. [12] 



weighting is clearly necessary since the total size measure depends on counting disparate 

types of BFC. Further, the weights of the BFC types depend in turn on various measures 

(number of DETs, number of FTRs, number of RETs – see [24]), so you can‟t simply add the 

counts of BFC‟s together across all types. 

Albrecht‟s classic paper [22] focuses on productivity measurement.  He describes his size 

as a „relative measure of function value delivered to the user that (is) independent of the 

particular technology or approach used‟.  He mentions that „the basis for this method was 

developed …. from the DP Services estimating experience‟, but is vague on how the weights 

were actually derived („they have given us good results‟).  However, it is clear from a later 

paper [24] that the weights were derived from correlations between measures of his „size and 

complexity factors‟ and development effort, for projects developed in the period 1974 - 83.  

This paper refers to several internal IBM estimating guidelines. 

We conclude that the IFPUG method is not, strictly-speaking, a true FSM method. Abran 

and Robillard also reached a similar conclusion in [25]. The weights were originally derived 

from measurements on 22 IBM projects; mostly (16) developed using COBOL, all from the 

domain of business application software.  (Note: the VAF is clearly technology-dependent, 

and has been omitted in the ISO standard for the IFPUG method). The IFPUG method should 

therefore be correctly termed an „estimating method‟, since its size scale was designed to 

predict effort – see further below.  

 

2.2. The Mark II Function Point Analysis method 

The „MkII FPA‟ sizing method was developed by Charles Symons who was also working 

in the domain of business application software [26].  He had used the Albrecht method but 

found that its size measurements did not adequately cope with very complex transactions that 

had to navigate through complex file structures.  He therefore proposed the MkII FPA 

method which aims to account for the use of files by transactions, rather than, in part, 

counting them for their existence within the software boundary as in the IFPUG method [24]. 

For the MkII FPA method, Symons proposed that the FUR of a piece of software can be 

analyzed into transactions, called „logical transactions‟ (roughly equivalent to Albrecht‟s 

elementary processes) which each consist of three components: input, processing and output.  

To measure the size of the input and output phases of a logical transaction, the number of 

data element types (DET‟s) on the input and output are counted, respectively.  For the size of 

the processing phase, the number of logical entity-types that are referenced in the processing 

is counted (ET‟s). Note that an important difference from the IFPUG method is that there is 

no upper limit to the size of an individual logical transaction, thus making it a better 

measurement scale, it is claimed, for transactions that can vary from extremely simple to 

extremely complex.   

Since we have two attributes defined relevant to measure the sizes of BFCs in this method 

(DET‟s and ET‟s), again they must be weighted before they can be added to obtain the size of 

a logical transaction.  Symons determined the weights to be proportional to the relative 

average effort to develop one DET and one ET.  

The „relative average effort‟ was determined using data from 64 projects from 10 different 

development groups, with the intention that the weights should be truly independent of any 

particular technology or development approach, etc.  In spite of this intention, the MkII FPA 

method is also not a true FSM method but is, strictly-speaking, an „estimating method‟. (The 

MkII FPA method also originally included a „Technical Complexity Adjustment‟, the 

equivalent of the IFPUG VAF, but this was discarded as unhelpful.) 

 

 

 



2.3. The COSMIC FSM method 

In 1998, a group of software metrics experts formed COSMIC, the Common Software 

Measurement International Consortium.  Their aim was to develop a true FSM method, i.e. 

one that conforms fully to the principles of the ISO standard for FSM [12], and which would 

be applicable to size software from the domains of business application, real-time and 

infrastructure software.  In view of this cross-domain goal, the COSMIC method was defined 

using concepts and terminology that are neutral across all the target domains. 

The COSMIC method [27] proposed that the FUR of a piece of software can be analyzed 

into transactions, called „functional processes‟ (the equivalent to MkII FPA logical 

transactions).  Each functional process can be analyzed into a set of „data movements‟ of 

which there are four types.  Entries and Exits move data into and out of the software 

respectively. Writes and Reads store and retrieve data to and from persistent storage 

respectively. Each data movement is presumed to account for the associated data 

manipulation. (No standard FSM method can properly account for data manipulation, so all 

are unsuitable for sizing mathematically-rich software).   

The COSMIC method BFC type, a data movement, is measured by convention as one 

COSMIC Function Point (CFP).  The smallest possible functional process has size 2 CFP; 

there is no upper limit to its size.  Since the method has only one BFC type, its four sub-types 

(Entries, Exits, Writes and Reads) are considered to account for the same amount of 

functionality. And since each has the same unit of size, these can be added without the need 

for weights. The COSMIC method is a true, maybe the only true, FSM method. 

 

3. Functional Sizes or Estimating Method Sizes? 
Although neither the IFPUG nor the MkII FPA methods are true FSM methods, this does 

not mean they are useless for either performance measurement or for estimating.  

As we have seen, both methods in fact measure a form of „standard effort‟ with an 

arbitrary size scale.  We do not know how Albrecht established his size scale in absolute 

terms.  The origin seems to be in a weighted questionnaire designed to produce a „size and 

complexity factor‟ for an estimating method; the weights were adjusted so that this factor 

correlated with effort [24] and the factor was then taken as the size measure.  Symons simply 

adjusted his MkII FPA scale so that it produces sizes similar to Albrecht‟s in the range 200 – 

400 FP.  Both then confused matters by claiming their scales measured a functional size and 

naming their size scales as „function points‟.  With hindsight this was a mistake. 

In spite of all this, it is perfectly valid, subject to one proviso, to monitor productivity 

across different projects by comparing actual effort (e.g. in units of person-hours) against a 

standard effort (on an arbitrary size scale).  And, subject to the same proviso, it is valid to use 

sizes measured on a scale of standard effort as input to a method to estimate actual effort.  

The proviso is that for the productivity comparison all the projects should really be carried 

out under the same common conditions (e.g. the same software type, technology, etc) and for 

estimating the same conditions apply for the project being estimated as for the projects whose 

performance was used for calibrating the estimating method.   That is why it has been 

perfectly valid, in principle, to use these two methods for the last 20 - 30 years for 

performance measurement and estimating. The concept of „standard effort‟ for a given 

standard task came from work-study practices pioneered by Frederick Taylor over a century 

ago [31]. 

Still,  it does place a question mark over whether these  measures, whose weights were 

calibrated on a limited number of projects, over 20 years ago using technology of that 

vintage, are still best suited for both purposes in today‟s circumstances. 

For example, would one expect a size measurement method calibrated 30 years ago on a 

set of largely COBOL projects to be ideal for comparing productivity across projects 



developed recently using widely different technologies?  Would one expect an estimated 

effort determined by such a method to be the best input for estimating the effort for a 

software development project that will use modern technology? In fact, some current studies 

such as [28] discuss how to calibrate IFPUG FP weights to reflect recent software industry 

trends.  

The COSMIC FSM method, being totally independent of technology and measuring a pure 

functional size, is ideal for our first use (a) of comparing performance of projects using 

different technologies, etc (assuming it is agreed to be a good measure of software 

functionality in all other respects).  But this does not necessarily make it ideal for our second 

use (b), to measure a size for input to a new project effort estimate where, perhaps, the size 

should be related to the technology to be used.  

We conclude that ideally, two different measurement scales may be required for our two 

uses.  For use (a) of comparing performance of projects using different technologies, a 

technology-independent true FSM size scale is needed.  For use (b) of project estimating, a 

standard effort scale that is related to the technology to be used should, in theory, give more 

accurate results. 

It is notable that several well-known estimating methods will accept FP sizes as their 

primary input, but first convert these to SLOC sizes, which are clearly technology-dependent.   

These estimating methods have been calibrated using SLOC sizes.  But it is also well known 

that FP/SLOC conversion ratios are fraught with uncertainty [29][30]. Can we do better by 

having two size scales, one a true standard FSM size scale for performance measurements 

and the other a locally-calibrated size scale for estimating, where both scales use the same 

BFC‟s? 

 

4. Using COSMIC size measurement data for project estimating 
Referring to equation 3 above, the factor in the first braces {Estimated software size 

divided by Assumed project productivity} is actually a measure of „standard effort‟ to 

develop the project according to the sizing method used and given the assumed (standard) 

productivity; its unit of measurement would typically be „standard person-hours‟.  Now the 

size of a functional process according to the COSMIC method is computed from the 

following equation. 

 

 (4) 

 

The terms refer to the number N of Entries (E), Exits (X), Reads (R)  and Writes (W) in 

the process respectively.  The functional size of a piece of software is determined by 

summing the size of all its functional processes. 

However, for estimating purposes, there is no reason to assume that the (standard) effort to 

analyze, design, develop and test one Entry is the same as that for any of the three other data 

movement types.  And these standard efforts might vary relatively depending on any 

particular set of „common conditions‟ („C‟).  Such conditions might include the technology to 

be used for the software, the „functional profile‟ of the software itself (different types of 

software may have quite different proportions of E‟s, X‟s, R‟s and W‟s) and maybe other 

factors.  But if, for each condition „C‟, we could determine the standard productivity „SCE‟, in 

units of standard person-hours to develop the amount of functionality for one Entry and for 

each of the three other data movement types, then we can compute the standard effort (in 

standard person-hours) to develop an amount of functionality (in CFP) for each functional 

process directly from the following equation; 

 

 (5) 



 

Again, the standard effort required to develop the whole software for the conditions C is 

obtained by summing the standard effort values for all its functional processes.  Our 

estimating equation (3) can then become: 

 

 (6) 

 

Provided the standard effort (in standard person-hours) per CFP for each data movement 

type are calibrated locally, for the local productivity and for the conditions to be used for the 

new development, this equation (6) is expected to give more accurate effort estimates than 

equation (3).  

In fact, in our previous studies [32][33][34], we investigated whether effort estimation 

models based on COSMIC BFC types rather than those based on a single total functional size 

value would improve estimation reliability by making statistical analyses on the ISBSG 

dataset [36]. The results of these preliminary studies showed that the improvement in 

accuracy from using equation (6) rather than (3) is likely to be significant.  

In [35], the concept of software „functional profile‟ was defined as the relative distribution 

of its four BFC Types for any particular project. This study investigated whether or not the 

size-effort relationship was stronger if a project had a functional profile that was close to the 

average for the sample studied. It was observed that identifying the functional profile of a 

project and comparing it with the average profile of the sample from which it was taken can 

help in selecting the best estimation models relevant to its own functional profile.  The 

findings of these studies therefore lend weight to the idea that it is important to take into 

account a piece of software‟s functional profile for the best estimating accuracy 

In the next paragraphs, we shall give an example approach of how such local calibrations 

might be done to estimate effort from COSMIC functional size in a software organization.  

We will also explore how sensitive effort estimation might be, in extreme cases, to using as 

input counts of COSMIC BFC‟s weighted by „standard effort weights‟ as opposed to using 

pure COSMIC functional sizes. 

 

5. Calibrating COSMIC Standard Effort weights 
 

In this paper, we explore two calibration methods for COSMIC. These are discussed in the 

following sections. 

 

5.1. By statistical analysis 
First and most obviously, given a set of project data where the counts of BFC Types (data 

movements of each type, i.e. Entry, Exit, Read and Write) and the actual development effort 

are available for each project, a statistical correlation of the effort figures versus the 

corresponding four BFC counts should produce the standard effort weights directly. 

Such an analysis depends on having data from a large-enough set of projects that were 

developed under the same or very similar „common conditions‟ (e.g. the same technology, 

application type of software, etc) as described above.  The resulting weights would then be 

valid for those „common conditions‟.  Unfortunately, although plenty of data are available to 

us, at the moment there are not enough projects with any one set of common conditions for us 

to use so as to obtain meaningful standard effort weights by statistical analysis. The 

maximum data points that we could have obtained after forming a subset of similar projects 

to investigate from the projects data in ISBSG dataset [36] is 11 which is very low to make 

any meaningful conclusion. Therefore, until we have statistically significant amounts of data 

to derive the weights, we need another approach.  



5.2. By modeling the functional process profile for a particular domain 
A second approach is to construct a model, by expert judgment or by using real project 

data, of the functional processes of the software from a particular domain of interest, and to 

use the result of the model to calculate the standard effort weights directly.  First we describe 

the general process to construct the model and then we illustrate the process as far as we are 

able at this stage  

A model may be constructed in two Steps, as follows.  For each Step, there are two 

possible approaches, namely either using expert judgment or using real project data.  

 

Step 1 (using expert judgment) 

a) Define a set of functional process types that are typical of the domain concerned, 

and define the relative frequency of occurrence of those functional process types
2
 

b) For each functional process type, define the average number of data movements by 

type (E, X, R and W), i.e. the BFC‟s 

c) Sum the number of data movements over all functional process types for the 

software, weighted by the frequency of occurrence of the functional processes in 

which they occur 

d) Scale the numbers of data movements by type from the previous step to produce a 

relative distribution of data movements by type for an average functional process over 

the domain 

 

Step 1 (using real project data) 

e) For a real set of software representative of the domain, measure all the sizes using 

the COSMIC method. 

f) Sum the number of data movements by type over all the software. 

g) Scale the numbers of data movements by type from the previous step to produce a 

relative distribution of data movements by type for an average functional process for 

the software 

 

Step 2 (using expert judgment to obtain relative standard effort per BFC) 

a) Determine, from experience or intelligent guesswork, the relative effort per data 

movement type (this will almost certainly vary according to the functional process 

type as determined in Step 1) 

b) Weight the output of Step 1d) above, i.e. the relative distribution of data 

movements by type, by the „relative effort per data movement type‟ from the previous 

step 2a.  The result is the standard effort by data movement type for the functional 

processes of the model 

c) Scale the standard effort numbers from the previous step to obtain a relative 

standard effort by data movement type for the domain 

 

Step 2 (using real project data to obtain calibrated, i.e. actual, standard effort 

weights per data movement type) 

d) Determine, by collecting real project effort data, the distribution of effort over the 

four data movement types.  (This may be difficult to obtain by direct effort 

measurement on projects; it will probably be necessary to use a „Delphi‟ approach, i.e. 

to ask project team members for their assessment of the proportions of total project 

effort needed for each data movement type.) 

                                                 
2 Functional process type: Different types of functional processes might occur in a system depending on the 

pattern of information processing logic of the software domain.  For this study we use the well-known pattern of. 

functional processes (Create, Read, Update, Delete types) of the business application software domain.  



e) Using the total effort for each project, the distribution of effort over the data 

movement types from the previous step 2d and the distribution of numbers of data 

movement types from Step 1g, determine the standard effort per data movement type 

 

An Illustrative Model for determining standard effort weights for COSMIC BFC’s 

 

We next constructed a model using both expert judgment and real project data, where 

available, to illustrate the application of the above process to software in the domain of 

business applications. We carried out Step 1 by both approaches but, lacking real project 

data, we were only able to calculate relative (as opposed to absolute) standard effort weights 

at this stage in Step 2.   

 

Step 1 (using expert judgment).  We suppose a large portfolio of business applications 

which has been developed using common conditions. We would expect from the „CRUD‟ 

rule (create, read, update, delete) for the life-cycles of primary entity types the following 

pattern of functional processes and data movements.  (We ignore delete functional process 

types in this first attempt at a model).  There will also be some functional processes to 

maintain non-primary entity types. 

 

Numbers of functional processes to maintain primary entities 

 There will be more enquiry („read‟) functional processes than „inputs‟ (creates and 

updates), because for all data that is entered it must be possible to enquire about it and, 

in addition, there are all the enquiries on derived and aggregated data (data that is not 

stored) 

 There will be more updates than creates because many primary entities have several 

stages to their life-cycle 

Numbers of data movements of these functional processes 

 For every „input‟ functional process there will be one or more Entries.  For every 

Entry in the functional process there will be: 

o the same number of Writes 

o some Reads (usually more than the number of Entries) for validation of 

entered data 

o an Exit for error messages 

 For every „output‟ functional process there will be 

o One Entry, one or more Reads and one or more Exits, probably more Exits 

than Reads, especially if an error message is included 

Functional processes to maintain secondary entities 

 A few simple functional processes of simple data movements 

 

Now we can build (guess) a model of an „average functional portfolio‟ to determine the 

relative number of functional processes (FP) and data movements (DM) (see Table 1).  

 

Step 1 (using real project data). In order to show an example for the approach using real 

project data, we obtained data from the ISBSG database on 22 business application projects 

measured using the COSMIC method and added data from 4 more business application 

projects we measured. 

 

We obtained the relative number of data movements based on the average number of E, X, 

R and W and normalized the counts with respect to the number of E. In Table 2, we provide 

the results from both approaches. 



Table 1. Average functional portfolio model 

 

Type of FP Relative # FP’s* #E’s #W’s #R’s #X’s 

FP‟s to maintain primary entities     

Create 1 1.5 1.5 2 1 

Update 1.5 1.5 1.5 2 1 

Read 2 1 0 2 3 

FP‟s to maintain secondary entities     

Create 0.1 1 1  1 

Read 0.1 1  1 1 

Delete 0.1 1 1  1 

#DM‟s weighted by relative #FP‟s 6.05 3.95 9.1 8.8 

Relative # DM‟s (normalized) 1.00 0.65 1.50 1.45 
* (# = number of) 

 

 

Table 2. The relative number of data movement types by the two approaches 

Data Source Relative number of data movements 

#E’s #W’s #R’s #X’s 

Expert judgment model 1.00 0.65 1.50 1.45 

26 business application projects 1.00 0.53 1.22 1.37 

 

Considering that the „expert judgment model‟ is an unrefined first attempt and that the 26 

projects are a far-from-homogeneous set, the agreement between these two sets of figures is 

encouraging. The reader is welcome to substitute his own expert judgment model. 

 

Step 2 (expert judgment) We assume the following effort per data movement (see Table 3). 

 The effort for a Read is the same, on average, as that for a Write 

 Every Entry of an Input functional process requires more effort than every Exit of an 

Output functional process, since the former involves validation as well as formatting. 

We assume the following for the relative effort needed to develop each DM type. 

Maintain primary entities 

 „V Hi‟ for E‟s in create and update FP‟s 

 „Hi‟ for X‟s in Read FP‟s, except for all error messages which are „Lo‟ 

 „Lo‟ for E‟s in Read FP‟s 

 „Med‟ for all other DM types 

Maintain secondary entities 

 „Lo‟ for all DM‟s 

where we judged that the effort proportions of V Hi, to Hi, to Med to Lo are: 1.33 / 1.00 / 0.5 

/ 0.1, respectively. We initially classified the relative efforts as „V Hi‟, „Hi‟, „Med‟ and „Lo‟ 

for ease of understanding, but this is an ordinal scale.  We therefore devised a ratio scale 

based on the relative proportions of effort.  

Applying these proportions to the above table, where „Eff‟ = Effort 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 3. The relative standard effort weights for the DMs 

 

Type of FP Relative # FP’s Eff. E’s Eff. W’s Eff. R’s Eff. X’s 

FP‟s to maintain primary entities     

Create 1 2.00 0.75 1.00 0.1 

Update 1.5 2.00 0.75 1.00 0.1 

Read 2 0.10 0 1.00 2.1 

FP‟s to maintain secondary entities     

Create 0.1 0.1 0.1  0.1 

Read 0.1 0.1  0.1 0.1 

Delete 0.1 0.1 0.1  0.1 

Total standard effort per DM type weighted 

by #FP‟s 

5.23 1.90 4.51 6.28 

Relative # DM‟s (from table above) 1.00 0.65 1.50 1.45 

Relative av effort per DM type 5.23 2.90 3.00 4.32 

Relative av. effort per DM type (normalized) 1.74 0.97 1.00 1.44 

 

For Step 2, using this expert judgment model for the (rounded) relative standard effort 

weights for the four types of data movement, we conclude that a single Entry requires 1.7 

times as much effort to develop, and that an Exit requires roughly 1.4 times as much effort to 

develop, as does a single Read or Write. 

 

We then tested how sensitive an estimation method would be to using equation 3 above (i.e. 

using a pure COSMIC functional size as input) versus using equation (6), (i.e. using a 

standard effort figure as input).  We did this by comparing the effort estimate for two pieces 

of software, one dominated by „Create‟ and „Update‟ functional processes (see Table 4) 

versus a piece of software dominated by „Read‟ functional processes (see Table 5).  This is a 

fairly extreme assumption. 

 

Table 4. Case 1- A software project dominated by create and update transactions to maintain 

primary entities (ignoring table maintenance) 

 

Parameter E’s W’s R’s X’s Total 

# of C or U DM‟s on primary entities 1.5 1.5 2 1  

Functional size (FS) per DM type 1 1 1 1  

Relative av. effort per DM type using FS 

as the measure of effort 

1.5 1.5 2 1 6 

Relative av. effort per DM type from 

above 

2.00 0.75 1.0 0.10 3.85 

 

Table 5. Case 2 - A software project dominated by read transactions on primary entities 

 

Parameter E’s W’s R’s X’s Total 

# R DM‟s on primary entities 1 0 2 3  

Functional size (FS) per DM type 1 1 1 1  

Relative av. effort per DM type using FS 

as the measure of effort 

1.5 1.5 2 1 6 

Relative av. effort per DM type from 

above 

0.10 0.00 1.00 2.10 3.20 



 

The relative error in estimated effort from using a functional size versus using a standard 

effort measure for the software systems in these two tables is therefore 3.85 / 3.2 = 1.20, i.e. 

the relative error could be 20 percent. 

We must emphasize that these results are very preliminary, for a particular software 

domain.  We would not expect to obtain the same results for e.g. telecommunications or 

process control software, which might have quite different distributions of functional process 

types and data movement types than we have assumed in our illustrative model. 

 

6. Conclusions 
 

We have explored three main methods of sizing software from their requirements and have 

concluded that two methods (Albrecht/IFPUG and MkII FPA) actually produce sizes on a 

scale of relative standard effort.  Whilst these size scales can be used for performance 

measurement and for estimating, they are not ideal for either use given they were calibrated 

using data from relatively small sets of projects from one particular software domain, some 

20 – 30 years ago. 

The COSMIC method, on the other hand, measures a pure functional size and is thus ideal 

for carrying out performance measurement comparisons of projects developed using different 

technology, etc.  Functional sizes measured using the COSMIC method can also be used as 

input to estimating methods.  However, our first observation above that it seems „obvious‟ 

that the same size measurement scale should be used for both performance measurement and 

for estimating purposes turns out to be sub-optimal.  We now conclude that the use of pure 

COSMIC functional sizes as input to an estimating method could be improved by first 

weighting the BFC counts-per-BFC-type for the piece of software being estimated by a 

different „standard effort‟ per BFC type. 

The standard effort figures would be expected to be quite different for different software 

domains and even different when using different technologies within those domains. Standard 

effort figures should therefore be calibrated separately (and ideally locally) for each set of 

„common conditions‟, i.e. for each domain and technology combination that is important to 

the measurer. 

This first exploratory study indicates that using weighted rather than un-weighted 

COSMIC BFC‟s could increase the relative accuracy of estimated effort (other factors being 

equal) across different types of software within the same domain and using the same 

technology by a range of up to 20% in the extreme, which is very significant.  The size of the 

improvement in estimating accuracy would be expected to vary relatively for estimates for 

software from different domains and/or when using different technologies within the same 

domain.  We are therefore encouraged to continue this line of research. 
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